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Message from the MBA Director

Message from
Kevin Johnson
MBA PROGRAM DIRECTOR

HEC Montréal’s CSR Challenge has created a unique opportunity
over the past 13 years - it enables the creation of concrete ideas by
bringing together MBA students, professionals and business leaders
interested in solving social responsibility issues. The event offers
exposure and exchange at an international level, but the impacts
are also directly visible on a local scale. The past two years have
demonstrated how quickly our world can change, as well as our
promising ability to cope. This competition is an opportunity for
future corporate, entrepreneurial and social leaders, as well as a
platform for international visibility to broaden horizons and networks.
Participants will have an opportunity to put into action their capacity
for critical thinking at the forefront of new challenges and aim to
develop sustainable solutions in terms of social responsibility within a
constantly evolving context.

Kevin J. Johnson
MBA Program Director
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Objectives
• To build awareness of today’s

environmental and societal issues and
potential solutions.

• To create an environment for the

participants to acquire knowledge and
skills to face sustainability challenges.

HEC Montréal CSR

• To expand participant’s professional

Challenge is a bilingual

and social network by bringing together

Case Competition hosted

a wide array of MBA students and CSR

by HEC Montréal and

professionals.

Association des Étudiants

• To develop case analysis and

MBA (AEMBA). It is a

presentations skills by providing feedback

two-day case-cracking

sessions given by the judging panel

event that focuses on the
problems and challenges
of environmental

ONLINE FORMAT & OPTIONAL IN-PERSON

sustainability and corporate

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

social responsibility. This

This year’s competition will take place on Zoom

year, we will host MBAs

and for enquiries and information, a slack channel

from around the globe in

will be set up. More information will be sent to

an online forum where

participating teams prior to the event.

they will provide solutions
that will advance the

role business leaders can
play in contributing to

the betterment of their
communities.
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Previous CSR Challenge snapshot

1 & 2

night

28

days

teams of MBA students

CANADA

universities

Asper School of Business

•

DeGroote School of Business

•

HEC Montreal

•

John Molson School of
Business, Concordia University

•

Saint Mary’s University

•

Schulich School of Business

•

SFU Beedie School of Business

•

Telfer School of Management

•

University of Alberta

•

University of Western Ontario

•

ESCP Business School

I TA LY
4 Teams, 3 Universities
•

Bologna Business School

•

MIP - Politecnico di Milano School of
Management

•

MIP Graduate School of Business

NETHERLANDS

USA

1 Team
NC State University - Jenkins MBA

4 Teams, 2 Universities
•

Maastricht University

•

TIAS

SOUTH AFRICA
1 Team
•

UNITED KINGDOM
3 Teams, 3 Universities

University of Stellenbosch Business
School

•

Surrey Business School

C R OAT I A

•

University of Exeter Business
School

•

University of Nottingham
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countries

1 Team

•

•

8

FRANCE

13 Teams, 10 Universities

•

22

5

1 Team

Zagreb School of Economics and
Management

Why Become a Judge?
The CSR Challenge is an excellent opportunity to share your expertise in

sustainable development with young professionals and students from diverse
backgrounds. It is also an occasion to get involved in a local community

event and to learn about the pressing issues that organizations face in the
areas of corporate social responsibility and environmental sustainability.

For 13 years, the CSR Challenge has been an enriching experience for all of

those who have participated. It provides an opportunity to network with a
group of peers and academics working in corporate social responsibility and

to meet and connect with top MBA students who are looking forward to
making an impact in their upcoming careers.

Testimonials

“For many years the HEC défi has
been setting the tone in bringing the

“I greatly enjoyed being a judge

latest sustainability challenges to top

at the HEC Montreal MBA

MBA students across Canada and

Sustainability Challenge! The

internationally. For us professionals

quality of the presentations and

active in this space everyday it

the participants’ thoughtful

is always a refreshing and great

analysis were quite inspiring;

learning experience as well as

and the camaraderie developed

an engaging way to spot top talents

with fellow judges still remains

who come across as the strongest

to this day.”

teams’ leaders!”

– Manager Climate Change and

– Senior Manager, Sustainability,

Sustainability Services, EY
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Deloitte

Your role as a judge

Understand and analyze
the details of the cases
(including financial
information) in a short
period of time.

Evaluate the strength of the arguments and

recommendations presented by the students.

Demonstrate
sound

judgement, open-

?

mindedness
and cultural
sensitivity.

Ask relevant

questions during

the Q&A period.

SCHEDULE

Provide feedback

March, 18th

suggestions

March, 19 th

Case 1 and 2 (8AM - 6:30PM EST)

including

to teams after

Live case (8AM - 3PM EST)

the team

A detailed schedule will be sent before the event.

presentations.
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Contact us
If you have any further
question or are interested
in becoming a judge please
contact us at:
judges@hecaemba.org
You can also register as a
judge at: LINK

 





Direction de la Fondation HEC Montréal
et das relations avec les diplômés

We would be thrilled to have
you act as a judge for our
competition.

